
Old Testament Introduction 
  TThhee  BBooookk  ooff  11  KKiinnggss  

JJeerrrryy  AAkkeerrss  
 
INTRODUCTION 
1)  In the Hebrew Bible, 1 and 2 Kings are one book.  The translators of the 
Septuagint (Greek translation of OT) divided it into two books. This was done for the 
convenience of handling the ______________, since the Greek translation required 
about one-third more space than the Hebrew text.  This division was carried over 
into our English Bible. 
2)  The contents of the book of Kings describe the history of the kings of 
_____________________ and _________________________. 
3) The book of 1 Kings records events in the careers of the Kings of Israel and 
Judah from ____________________ to ______________ (Northern Kingdom) and 
____________________ (Southern Kingdom). 
4)  The books of 1 and 2 Kings are very important because they tell a story of sharp 
contrast:  

 Israel’s great ____________________ 
 Israel’s tragic ____________________ 

5)  In the beginning of 1 Kings, we see the nation of Israel’s affluence and 
__________________.  At the close of 1 Kings, we see the nation of Israel’s 
_____________________ and paralysis.   
 
AUTHORSHIP 
1)  The Traditional view:  According to the Talmud (Jewish traditional writings), 
____________________ was the author.  Internal evidence for this view is strong. 

 It was written from a “prophetic point of view.”  (1 Kings 11 = This chapter 
makes a very strong statement against idolatry and immorality, and the 
resultant judgment.) 

 The author lived sometime prior to the Babylonian captivity.  (1 Kings 8:8; 
12:19 = Note the phrase “...to this day.”) 

2)  The Critical view:  Critics would say that the book of Kings was compiled from 
different historical sources by the Deuteronomist “D” of the JEDP theory).  In their 
theory, this person was the same writer involved with the compiling of Genesis, 
Exodus, Numbers, etc. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
RECIPIENTS 
The book of Kings was written to the _________________________ and 
_______________________ monarchies of Israel and Judah.   
 
DATE OF WRITING 
The time covered by 1 Kings is about ______________________ years.  It begins 
with the death of ___________________ and ends with the death of 
__________________. It was written prior to the Babylonian captivity, which took 
place in ___________B. C. 
  
PURPOSE OF BOOK 

 Historical purpose = To trace the history of Israel from the period of her 
greatest ________________________ to the beginning of the 
_______________________ and ______________________ of the 
nation. 

 Moral purpose = To show that when Israel was ________________ to 
God, the kingdom flourished, but when Israel _________________ from 
God their ___________________ and their kingdom declined. 

 
THEME OF THE BOOK 
The inability of man to rule _____________ and the _____________. 
 
OUTLINE   

I.  The Years of Strength = The United Kingdom (1-12:19) 
II.  The Years of Struggle = The Divided Kingdom (12:20-17) 
III.  The Years of Storm = The Surviving Kingdom (18-25) 

 
 

 
 


